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Complex Function Theory 1980
complex function theory is a concise and rigorous introduction to the theory of functions of a complex variable
written in a classical style it is in the spirit of the books by ahlfors and by saks and zygmund being designed for
a one semester course it is much shorter than many of the standard texts sarason covers the basic material
through cauchy s theorem and applications plus the riemann mapping theorem it is suitable for either an
introductory graduate course or an undergraduate course for students with adequate preparation the first
edition was published with the title notes on complex function theory

Complex Function Theory 2007-12-20
a lively and vivid look at the material from function theory including the residue calculus supported by examples
and practice exercises throughout there is also ample discussion of the historical evolution of the theory
biographical sketches of important contributors and citations in the original language with their english
translation from their classical works yet the book is far from being a mere history of function theory and even
experts will find a few new or long forgotten gems here destined to accompany students making their way into
this classical area of mathematics the book offers quick access to the essential results for exam preparation
teachers and interested mathematicians in finance industry and science will profit from reading this again and
again and will refer back to it with pleasure

Theory of Complex Functions 2012-12-06
the basics of complex functions will be explained for students of engineering sciences with the aim of being able
to use complex function theory as a tool the goal is not rigor as mathematics but ease of use that may suit the
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application explanations are based on concrete examples rather than abstract general theory the book starts
from very beginning of complex numbers and extends theory of introduction to elliptic function and
hypergeometric differential equations

Notes on Complex Function Theory 1994
complex analysis is one of the most central subjects in mathematics it is compelling and rich in its own right but
it is also remarkably useful in a wide variety of other mathematical subjects both pure and applied this book is
different from others in that it treats complex variables as a direct development from multivariable real calculus
as each new idea is introduced it is related to the corresponding idea from real analysis and calculus the text is
rich with examples andexercises that illustrate this point the authors have systematically separated the analysis
from the topology as can be seen in their proof of the cauchy theorem the book concludes with several chapters
on special topics including full treatments of special functions the prime number theorem and the bergman
kernel the authors also treat hp spaces and painleve s theorem on smoothness to the boundary for conformal
maps this book is a text for a first year graduate course in complex analysis it is an engaging and modern
introduction to the subject reflecting the authors expertise both as mathematicians and as expositors

Complex Function Theory 2023-06-26
this book provides a rigorous yet elementary introduction to the theory of analytic functions of a single complex
variable while presupposing in its readership a degree of mathematical maturity it insists on no formal
prerequisites beyond a sound knowledge of calculus starting from basic definitions the text slowly and carefully
develops the ideas of complex analysis to the point where such landmarks of the subject as cauchy s theorem
the riemann mapping theorem and the theorem of mittag leffler can be treated without sidestepping any issues
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of rigor the emphasis throughout is a geometric one most pronounced in the extensive chapter dealing with
conformal mapping which amounts essentially to a short course in that important area of complex function
theory each chapter concludes with a wide selection of exercises ranging from straightforward computations to
problems of a more conceptual and thought provoking nature

Function Theory of One Complex Variable 2006
develops the higher parts of function theory in a unified presentation starts with elliptic integrals and functions
and uniformization theory continues with automorphic functions and the theory of abelian integrals and ends
with the theory of abelian functions and modular functions in several variables the last topic originates with the
author and appears here for the first time in book form

An Introduction to Complex Function Theory 1991
cover title

Topics in Complex Function Theory, Volume 3 1989-01-18
this book is a history of complex function theory from its origins to 1914 when the essential features of the
modern theory were in place it is the first history of mathematics devoted to complex function theory and it
draws on a wide range of published and unpublished sources in addition to an extensive and detailed coverage
of the three founders of the subject cauchy riemann and weierstrass it looks at the contributions of authors from
d alembert to hilbert and laplace to weyl particular chapters examine the rise and importance of elliptic function
theory differential equations in the complex domain geometric function theory and the early years of complex
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function theory in several variables unique emphasis has been devoted to the creation of a textbook tradition in
complex analysis by considering some seventy textbooks in nine different languages the book is not a mere
sequence of disembodied results and theories but offers a comprehensive picture of the broad cultural and
social context in which the main actors lived and worked by paying attention to the rise of mathematical schools
and of contrasting national traditions the book is unrivaled for its breadth and depth both in the core theory and
its implications for other fields of mathematics it documents the motivations for the early ideas and their
gradual refinement into a rigorous theory

Topics in Complex Function Theory: Elliptic functions and
uniformization theory 1969
in this book dr smithies analyzes the process through which cauchy created the basic structure of complex
analysis describing first the eighteenth century background before proceeding to examine the stages of cauchy
s own work culminating in the proof of the residue theorem and his work on expansions in power series smithies
describes how cauchy overcame difficulties including false starts and contradictions brought about by over
ambitious assumptions as well as the improvements that came about as the subject developed in cauchy s
hands controversies associated with the birth of complex function theory are described in detail throughout new
light is thrown on cauchy s thinking during this watershed period this book is the first to make use of the whole
spectrum of available original sources and will be recognized as the authoritative work on the creation of
complex function theory
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Hidden Harmony—Geometric Fantasies 2013-06-21
this book is dedicated to victor emmanuilovich katsnelson on the occasion of his 75th birthday and celebrates
his broad mathematical interests and contributions victor emmanuilovich s mathematical career has been based
mainly at the kharkov university and the weizmann institute however it also included a one year guest
professorship at leipzig university in 1991 which led to him establishing close research contacts with the schur
analysis group in leipzig a collaboration that still continues today reflecting these three periods in victor
emmanuilovich s career present and former colleagues have contributed to this book with research inspired by
him and presentations on their joint work contributions include papers in function theory favorov golinskii
friedland goldman yomdin kheifets yuditskii schur analysis moment problems and related topics boiko dubovoy
dyukarev fritzsche kirstein mädler extension of linear operators and linear relations dijksma langer hassi de
snoo hassi wietsma and non commutative analysis ball bolotnikov cho jorgensen

Cauchy and the Creation of Complex Function Theory 2008-07-10
emphasizing integral formulas the geometric theory of pseudoconvexity estimates partial differential equations
approximation theory inner functions invariant metrics and mapping theory this title is intended for the student
with a background in real and complex variable theory harmonic analysis and differential equations

Complex Function Theory, Operator Theory, Schur Analysis and
Systems Theory 2020-09-19
emphasizes the conceptual and historical continuity of analytic function theory this book covers canonical topics
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including elliptic functions entire and meromorphic functions as well as conformal mapping it also features
chapters on majorization and on functions holomorphic in a half plane

Function Theory of Several Complex Variables 2001
presented from a geometric analytical viewpoint this work addresses advanced topics in complex analysis that
verge on modern areas of research methodically designed with individual chapters containing a rich collection
of exercises examples and illustrations

Analytic Function Theory 1973
a thorough introduction to the theory of complex functions emphasizing the beauty power and counterintuitive
nature of the subject written with a reader friendly approach complex analysis a modern first course in function
theory features a self contained concise development of the fundamental principles of complex analysis after
laying groundwork on complex numbers and the calculus and geometric mapping properties of functions of a
complex variable the author uses power series as a unifying theme to define and study the many rich and
occasionally surprising properties of analytic functions including the cauchy theory and residue theorem the
book concludes with a treatment of harmonic functions and an epilogue on the riemann mapping theorem
thoroughly classroom tested at multiple universities complex analysis a modern first course in function theory
features plentiful exercises both computational and theoretical of varying levels of difficulty including several
that could be used for student projects numerous figures to illustrate geometric concepts and constructions
used in proofs remarks at the conclusion of each section that place the main concepts in context compare and
contrast results with the calculus of real functions and provide historical notes appendices on the basics of sets
and functions and a handful of useful results from advanced calculus appropriate for students majoring in pure
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or applied mathematics as well as physics or engineering complex analysis a modern first course in function
theory is an ideal textbook for a one semester course in complex analysis for those with a strong foundation in
multivariable calculus the logically complete book also serves as a key reference for mathematicians physicists
and engineers and is an excellent source for anyone interested in independently learning or reviewing the
beautiful subject of complex analysis

Geometric Function Theory 2006
at head of title lloyd s of london press ltd

Complex Analysis 2015-05-26
an ideal text for an advanced course in the theory of complex functions this book leads readers to experience
function theory personally and to participate in the work of the creative mathematician the author includes
numerous glimpses of the function theory of several complex variables which illustrate how autonomous this
discipline has become in addition to standard topics readers will find eisenstein s proof of euler s product
formula for the sine function wielandts uniqueness theorem for the gamma function stirlings formula isssas
theorem besses proof that all domains in c are domains of holomorphy wedderburns lemma and the ideal theory
of rings of holomorphic functions estermanns proofs of the overconvergence theorem and blochs theorem a
holomorphic imbedding of the unit disc in c3 and gausss expert opinion on riemanns dissertation remmert
elegantly presents the material in short clear sections with compact proofs and historical comments interwoven
throughout the text the abundance of examples exercises and historical remarks as well as the extensive
bibliography combine to make an invaluable source for students and teachers alike
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Topics in Complex Function Theory 1969
this book is based on the teaching experience of the authors and therefore some of the topics are presented in
a new form for instance the multi valued properties of the argument function are discussed in detail so that the
beginner may readily grasp the elementary multi valued analytic functions the residue theorem is extended to
the case where poles of analytic functions considered may occur on the boundary of a region which is very
useful in applications but not seen in textbooks written in english

Topics in Complex Function Theory, Volume 2 1969
a high level treatment of complex analysis this text focuses on function theory on a finitely connected planar
domain clear and complete it emphasizes domains bounded by a finite number of disjoint analytic simple closed
curves the first chapter and parts of chapters 2 and 3 offer background material all of it classical and important
in its own right the remainder of the text presents results in complex analysis from the far middle and recent
past all selected for their interest and merit as substantive mathematics suitable for upper level undergraduates
and graduate students this text is accessible to anyone with a background in complex and functional analysis
author stephen d fisher a professor of mathematics at northwestern university elaborates upon and extends
results with a set of exercises at the end of each chapter

Classical Topics in Complex Function Theory 2012-12-22
an elementary account of many aspects of classical complex function theory including mobius transformations
elliptic functions riemann surfaces fuchsian groups and modular functions the book is based on lectures given to
advanced undergraduate students and is well suited as a textbook for a second course in complex function
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theory

Introduction to the Theory of Complex Functions 2002
kiyoshi oka at the beginning of his research regarded the collection of problems which he encountered in the
study of domains of holomorphy as large mountains which separate today and tomorrow thus he believed that
there could be no essential progress in analysis without climbing over these mountains this book is a worthwhile
initial step for the reader in order to understand the mathematical world which was created by kiyoshi oka from
the preface this book explains results in the theory of functions of several complex variables which were mostly
established from the late nineteenth century through to the middle of the twentieth century in the work the
author introduces the mathematical world created by his advisor kiyoshi oka in this volume oka s work is
divided into two parts the first is the study of analytic functions in univalent domains in mathbf c n here oka
proved that three concepts are equivalent domains of holomorphy holomorphically convex domains and
pseudoconvex domains and moreover that the poincaré problem the cousin problems and the runge problem
when stated properly can be solved in domains of holomorphy satisfying the appropriate conditions the second
part of oka s work established a method for the study of analytic functions defined in a ramified domain over
mathbf c n in which the branch points are considered as interior points of the domain here analytic functions in
an analytic space are treated which is a slight generalization of a ramified domain over mathbf c n in writing the
book the author s goal was to bring to readers a real understanding of oka s original papers this volume is an
english translation of the original japanese edition published by the university of tokyo press japan it would
make a suitable course text for advanced graduate level introductions to several complex variables
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Topics in Complex Function Theory 1969
introduction to geometric function theory of hypercomplex variables

Function Theory on Planar Domains 2014-06-10
we consider the basic problems notions and facts in the theory of entire functions of several variables i e
functions j z holomorphic in the entire n space en i e jeh 1 variables as in the case n 1 a central theme deals
with questions of growth of functions and the distribu tion of their zeros however there are significant
differences between the cases of one and several variables in the first place there is the fact that for n 1 the
zero set of an entire function is not discrete and therefore one has no analogue of a tool such as the canonical
weierstrass product which is fundamental in the case n 1 second for n 1 there exist several different natural
ways of exhausting the space

Notes on Complex Function Theory 1994
develops the higher parts of function theory in a unified presentation starts with elliptic integrals and functions
and uniformization theory continues with automorphic functions and the theory of abelian integrals and ends
with the theory of abelian functions and modular functions in several variables the last topic originates with the
author and appears here for the first time in book form
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Advances in Complex Function Theory 2014-01-15
the papers contained in this book address problems in one and several complex variables the main theme is the
extension of geometric function theory methods and theorems to several complex variables the papers present
various results on the growth of mappings in various classes as well as observations about the boundary
behavior of mappings via developing and using some semi group methods

Topics in complex function theory. 1. Elliptic functions and
uniformization theory 1969
this volume of the encyclopaedia contains four parts each of which being an informative survey of a topic in the
field of several complex variables thefirst deals with residue theory and its applications to integrals depending
on parameters combinatorial sums and systems of algebraic equations the second part contains recent results
in complex potential theory and the third part treats function theory in the unit ball covering research of the last
twenty years the latter part includes an up to date account of research related to a list of problems which was
published by rudin in 1980 the last part of the book treats complex analysis in the futuretube the future tube is
an important concept in mathematical physics especially in axiomatic quantum field theory and it is related to
penrose swork on the complex geometry of the real world researchers and graduate students in complex
analysis and mathematical physics will use thisbook as a reference and as a guide to exciting areas of research

Complex Functions 1987-03-19
plurisubharmonic functions playa major role in the theory of functions of several complex variables the
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extensiveness of plurisubharmonic functions the simplicity of their definition together with the richness of their
properties and most importantly their close connection with holomorphic functions have assured
plurisubharmonic functions a lasting place in multidimensional complex analysis pluri subharmonic functions
first made their appearance in the works of hartogs at the beginning of the century they figure in an essential
way for example in the proof of the famous theorem of hartogs 1906 on joint holomorphicity defined at first on
the complex plane ic the class of subharmonic functions became thereafter one of the most fundamental tools
in the investigation of analytic functions of one or several variables the theory of subharmonic functions was
developed and generalized in various directions subharmonic functions in euclidean space irn plurisubharmonic
functions in complex space en and others subharmonic functions and the foundations ofthe associated classical
poten tial theory are sufficiently well exposed in the literature and so we introduce here only a few fundamental
results which we require more detailed expositions can be found in the monographs of privalov 1937 brelot
1961 and landkof 1966 see also brelot 1972 where a history of the development of the theory of subharmonic
functions is given

Function Theory in Several Complex Variables 2001
presents real complex analysis together using a unified approach a two semester course in analysis at the
advanced undergraduate or first year graduate level unlike other undergraduate level texts real and complex
analysis develops both the real and complex theory together it takes a unified elegant approach to the theory
that is consistent with the recommendations of the maa s 2004 curriculum guide by presenting real and
complex analysis together the authors illustrate the connections and differences between these two branches of
analysis right from the beginning this combined development also allows for a more streamlined approach to
real and complex function theory enhanced by more than 1 000 exercises the text covers all the essential topics
usually found in separate treatments of real analysis and complex analysis ancillary materials are available on
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the book s website this book offers a unique comprehensive presentation of both real and complex analysis
consequently students will no longer have to use two separate textbooks one for real function theory and one
for complex function theory

Topics in Complex Function Theory: Automorphic functions and
Abelian integrals 1969
in 1967 walter k hayman published research problems in function theory a list of 141 problems in seven areas of
function theory in the decades following this list was extended to include two additional areas of complex
analysis updates on progress in solving existing problems and over 520 research problems from
mathematicians worldwide it became known as hayman s list this fiftieth anniversary edition contains the
complete hayman s list for the first time in book form along with 31 new problems by leading international
mathematicians this list has directed complex analysis research for the last half century and the new edition will
help guide future research in the subject the book contains up to date information on each problem gathered
from the international mathematics community and where possible suggests directions for further investigation
aimed at both early career and established researchers this book provides the key problems and results needed
to progress in the most important research questions in complex analysis and documents the developments of
the past 50 years

Introduction to Geometric Function Theory of Hypercomplex
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Variables 2002

Collected Mathematical Papers 2014-01-14

Several Complex Variables III 1989-02-23

Topics in Complex Function Theory, Volume 1 1988-02-23

Advances in Complex Function Theory 2006-11-14

Geometric Function Theory in Several Complex Variables 2004

Several Complex Variables II 1994
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Geometric Theory of Functions of a Complex Variable 1969

Collected Mathematical Papers: Complex function theory 1983

Several Complex Variables II 2012-12-06

Real and Complex Analysis 2019-08-30

Research Problems in Function Theory 2019-09-07
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